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QUESTION 1

Server administrator want to configure a cloud solution so that computing memory and processor usage is maximized
most efficiently acress a number of virtual servers. They also need to avoid potential denial-of-service situations caused
by availiability. Which of the following should administrator configure to maximize system availability while efficiently
utilizing available computing power? 

A. Dynamic resource allocation 

B. High availability 

C. Segmentation 

D. Container security 

Correct Answer: A 

To maximize system availability and efficiently utilize available computing power, administrators should configure
dynamic resource allocation. Dynamic resource allocation is a technique that allows a system to automatically adjust the
allocation of resources, such as memory and processing power, to different applications or processes in response to
changing workloads or conditions. This can help to ensure that computing resources are used efficiently and that the
system is able to respond to changes in demand without encountering performance issues or becoming unavailable. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describes the ability of code to target a hypervisor from inside a guest OS? 

A. Fog computing 

B. VM escape 

C. Software-defined networking 

D. Image forgery 

E. Container breakout 

Correct Answer: B 

Virtual machine escape is an exploit in which the attacker runs code on a VM that allows an operating system running
within it to break out and interact directly with the hypervisor. https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/virtual-
machineescape#:~:text=Virtual%20machine%20escape%20is%20an,VMs)%20running%20on%20t hat%20host. 

 

QUESTION 3

A security administrator Installed a new web server. The administrator did this to increase the capacity (or an application
due to resource exhaustion on another server. Which of the following algorithms should the administrator use to split the
number of the connections on each server In half? 

A. Weighted response 
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B. Round-robin 

C. Least connection 

D. Weighted least connection 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The administrator should use a round-robin algorithm to split the number of connections on each server in
half. Round-robin is a load-balancing algorithm that distributes incoming requests to the available servers one by one in
a cyclical order. This helps to evenly distribute the load across all of the servers, ensuring that no single server is
overloaded. 

 

QUESTION 4

A network administrator needs to build out a new datacenter, with a focus on resiliency and uptime. Which of the
following would BEST meet this objective? (Choose two.) 

A. Dual power supply 

B. Off-site backups 

C. Automatic OS upgrades 

D. NIC teaming 

E. Scheduled penetration testing 

F. Network-attached storage 

Correct Answer: AB 

Dual PS keeps the servers up / a DRS will conform to the question of resiliency: Site Resiliency Resiliency of a site
should include consideration of sites used to continue operations. Site resiliency considerations can be connected to the
idea of restoration sites and their availability. Related to the location of backup storage is where the restoration services
will be located. If the organization has suffered physical damage to its facility, having offsite data storage is only part of
the solution. This data will need to be processed somewhere, which means that computing facilities similar to those
used in normal operations are required. These sites are referred to as recovery sites. The recovery problem can be
approached in a number of ways, including hot sites, warm sites, and cold sites. 

https://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/definition/resiliency 

 

QUESTION 5

A security analyst was asked to evaluate a potential attack that occurred on a publicly accessible section of the
company\\'s website The malicious actor posted an entry in an attempt to trick users into cltckmg the following: 

Which of the following was MOST likely observed? 

A. DLL injection 
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B. Session replay 

C. SOLI 

D. XSS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following environment utilizes dummy data and is MOST to be installed locally on a system that allows to
be assessed directly and modified easily wit each build? 

A. Production 

B. Test 

C. Staging 

D. Development 

Correct Answer: D 

A development environment is essentially what is on the development team\\'s computers. It\\'s where the developers
are writing their code, making code updates, and where all their commits and branches exist. The development
environment does not affect what the end user sees. Instead, it allows development to try out new features and updates
before pushing them forward to deployment. A lot of preliminary testing is done at this point before moving to the next
environment the stage environment. 

https://www.pagerduty.com/resources/learn/what-is-production-environment/ 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following BEST describes a technique that compensates researchers for finding vulnerabilities? 

A. Penetration testing 

B. Code review 

C. Wardriving 

D. Bug bounty 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A security analyst is logged into a Windows file server and needs to see who is accessing files and from which
computers Which of the following tools should the analyst use? 

A. netstat 
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B. net share 

C. netcat 

D. nbtstat 

E. net session 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is the BEST action to foster a consistent and auditable incident response process? 

A. Incent new hires to constantly update the document with external knowledge. 

B. Publish the document in a central repository that is easily accessible to the organization. 

C. Restrict eligibility to comment on the process to subject matter experts of each IT silo. 

D. Rotate CIRT members to foster a shared responsibility model in the organization. 

Correct Answer: B 

Not sure if shared responsibility promotes consistency. In reality, It feels more like each member will have varying sense
of responsibility, and sharing them does not help with auditing in terms of individual accountability. Shared responsibility
make sense in Cloud Services, although there is still a clear line drawn between the Provider and the Customer
responsibility. 

On the other hand, well documented policies and procedure ensure everyone follow the same step-by-step action
repeatedly without fail, and can be easily be audited (authoritatively) as required. 

 

QUESTION 10

A company suspects that some corporate accounts were compromised. The number of suspicious logins from locations
not recognized by the users is increasing Employees who travel need their accounts protected without the nsk of
blocking legitimate login requests that may be made over new sign-in properties. Which of the following security controls
can be implemented? 

A. Enforce MFA when an account request reaches a nsk threshold 

B. Implement geofencing to only allow access from headquarters 

C. Enforce time-based login requests that align with business hours 

D. Shift the access control scheme to a discretionary access control 

Correct Answer: A 

MFA increases security because even if one credential becomes compromised, unauthorized users will be unable to
meet the second authentication requirement and will not be able to access the targeted physical space, computing
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device, network, or database. 

Enforce MFA when an account request reaches a risk threshold. 

This is likely the most convenient implementation that would work for all employees as an additional element(s) would
need to be needed for authentication/authorization. ======================== 

(B)

 - Implementing geofencing to only allow access from headquarters might stop the suspicious logins, however, it would
be inconvenient for employees not physically located near headquarters such as the traveling employees. 

(C)

 Enforcing time-based login requests to align with business hours could also be inconvenient for traveling/global
employees that work in different times compared the business\\'s normal business hours. 

(D)

 With Discretionary access control, the owner of a resource can decide who can have access to the resource and you
can modify the access at anytime. The option to shift the access control scheme to a discretionary access control
wouldn\\'t really address the login issue either if the account of someone who is authorized to access a resource was
compromised. The attacker can still access the resource using their credentials. 

 

QUESTION 11

A user wanted to catch up on some work over the weekend but had issues logging in to the corporate network using a
VPN. On Monday, the user opened a ticket for this issue but was able to log in successfully. 

Which of the following BEST describes the policy that is being implemented? 

A. Time-based logins 

B. Geofencing 

C. Network location 

D. Password history 

Correct Answer: A 

Time based logins should be the answer because Geofencing is accepting or rejecting access requests based on
location. 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following are the MOST likely vectors for the unauthorized inclusion of vulnerable code in a software
company\\'s final software releases? (Select TWO.) 

A. Unsecure protocols 

B. Use of penetration-testing utilities 
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C. Weak passwords 

D. Included third-party libraries 

E. Vendors/supply chain 

F. Outdated anti-malware software 

Correct Answer: DF 

A. Unsecure protocols 

--> Could be correct. This is a vector that could be used shortly before the final release to somehow include malicious
code. 

B. Use of penetration-testing utilities 

--> Makes no sense 

C. Weak passwords 

--> Is an attack vector and "unauthorized" could match that. Might be correct. 

D. Included third-party libraries 

--> unintentional would fit. But if there was something wrong with a 3rd party libary, that should have been discovered
before the final release. 

E. Vendors/supply chain 

--> Depends on what these vendors do. If they are developing code that is used in the final release it could contain
vulnerabilities that are included unintentionally. But that would be kind of similar to the 3rd party libraries. 

F. Outdated anti-malware software 

--> malware outdated in the developer\\'s computer... Hence a malware located in the developer\\'s computer can be
unintentionally added to the SW before it is released 

 

QUESTION 13

During a security assessment, a security analyst finds a file with overly permissive permissions. Which of the following
tools will allow the analyst to reduce the permissions for the existing users and groups and remove the set-user-ID bit
from the file? 

A.ls 

B. chflags 

C. chmod 

D. lsof 

E. setuid 

Correct Answer: C 
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Chmod removes the setuido permission, that is, it removes the S bit. Setuido is the specific permission, but it is
removed with Chmod. In Unix and Unix-like operating systems, chmod is the command and system call used to change
the access permissions of file system objects sometimes known as modes. It is also used to change special mode flags
such as setuid and setgid flags and a \\'sticky\\' bit. The request is filtered by the umask 

https://www.cbtnuggets.com/blog/technology/system-admin/linux-file-permissions-understanding-setuid-setgid-and-the-
sticky-bit 

 

QUESTION 14

Users at organization have been installing programs from the internet on their workstations without first proper
authorization. The organization maintains a portal from which users can install standardized programs. However, some
users have administrative access on their workstations to enable legacy programs to function property. Which of the
following should the security administrator consider implementing to address this issue? 

A. Application code signing 

B. Application whitellsting 

C. Data loss prevention 

D. Web application firewalls 

Correct Answer: B 

Application whitelisting is the practice of specifying an index of approved software applications or executable files that
are permitted to be present and active on a computer system. The goal of whitelisting is to protect computers and
networks from potentially harmful applications. 

In general, a whitelist is an index of approved entities. In information security (infosec), whitelisting works best in
centrally managed environments, where systems are subject to a consistent workload.
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/application-whitelisting 

 

QUESTION 15

An attacked is attempting to exploit users by creating a fake website with the URL www.validwebsite.com. 

The attacker\\'s intent is to imitate the look and feel of a legitimate website to obtain personal information from
unsuspecting users. 

Which of the following social-engineering attacks does this describe? 

A. Information elicitation 

B. Type squatting 

C. Impersonation 

D. Watering-hole attack 

Correct Answer: B 

It\\'s really the only logical answer. Everything else is more plausible to eliminate. 
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Information elicitation is done directly in-person, meaning it\\'s typically conversational in nature. 

Impersonation centers around PERSONS, not websites. You can\\'t impersonate websites; you can only create similar-
looking ones. 

Water-hole attacks are performed on third-party websites one suspects the targeted organization uses; this can\\'t be
the case here if the attacker created the website themselves. 

That leaves typosquatting. While it doesn\\'t explicitly say it\\'s a misspelling of another website, we can\\'t outright rule
out that possibility either. It\\'s literally the only applicable answer for creating a website that imitates a legitimate one,
after all, 

and it implies it\\'s not the original site by saying it\\'s emulating the "look and feel of a legitimate website." 

Either way, it\\'s ridiculously ambiguous. I\\'m hoping CompTIA weights answers so that not ALL of them award zero
points. 
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